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Geopolitical economics – Key chart
 There are many ‘city hubs’ in the world but only a handful qualify as global/world cities
 Population size does not indicate power or influence; these seem still to reflect the older world order
 Global cities are self-reinforcing hubs, driving globalisation and reshaping identities and world views

Global cities: symbols and engines of globalisation
In the new world order, the place occupied by ‘global cities’ has become pre-eminent
as they represent the point of greatest interaction between global spheres of political,
economic and technological power. Assessing the power of cities can be a subjective
exercise. In Figure 1 we use various metrics to attest to the power of several ‘global
cities’. While population size is often put forward for its ease of understanding and
tangibility, it does not necessarily correlate with how powerful or ‘global’ a city is. The
world’s most populous cities tend to be in emerging markets and reflect their
demographic dynamics. But the ‘world cities’ tend to still reflect an older world order.
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New York, London and Paris emerge as the most powerful cities based on multiple
sub-indicators of these rankings: business activity, human capital, information
exchange, cultural experience, political engagement (global cities ranking), economic
clout, financial power, global competitiveness, equity and quality of life (most
economically powerful city ranking), number of international cities connected through
direct flights (global connectivity). Mumbai, Shanghai and Singapore have strong
positive potential for the future.
Figure 1: Global cities – The world’s most globalised and powerful cities
Population size is not the main criteria
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The role of global cities has been
crucial in structuring and fostering
globalisation

The concept of ‘global cities’ – sometimes referred to as ‘world cities’ – has
developed in academic studies along with the understanding of the functioning of
globalisation. The role of a few cities has been crucial in structuring and fostering
globalisation over the centuries and even more so in recent history.

Global cities are interconnected,
agenda-setting hubs of global
integration

There had been a belief that new technologies – the internet in particular – would
mean that globalisation would partly manifest itself through decentralisation
processes (hyper mobility, global communication, neutralisation of place and
distance). While this is happening to some extent, we find that over the last few
decades certain cities have continued to drive the globalisation process.

A hub tends to be self-fulfilling: the
more there is, the greater the appeal

The main characteristic of these cities is their very strong global linkages which have
a direct impact on global affairs. Foreign Policy, AT Kearney and The Atlantic City
Lab produce the ‘Global Cities Index’, and explain that “the world’s biggest, most
interconnected cities help set global agendas [...] and serve as the hubs of global
integration”. In many respects they are ‘norm setters’. There are several major ‘hubs’
in the world but only a handful of cities rank high in many categories at once, allowing
them to qualify as a global city. These categories include size, finance, culture,
higher education and think tanks, economic power, the presence of global
organisations, multiculturalism, political openness, good governance that includes
tackling environmental issues, connectivity and infrastructure.

Many big cities in the world have
various ‘hubs’ with a particular
specialism; but very few are
‘multiple hubs’

In almost all these rankings, New York and London come interchangeably top, with
Paris third. In a world where economic size is shifting eastwards, the current levers of
global power are still stuck in an older world and, if anything, the global dominance of
New York and London in most metrics underpinning these rankings has increased
recently. A hub tends to be self-fulfilling: global cities continue to attract powerful
institutions, multinational headquarters, highly qualified personnel, higher education
institutions, etc., and form a self-sustaining eco-system. The more there is, the
greater the attraction. Paris’ possibly surprising ranking is explained by legacy
effects, with the presence of many international organisations (the OECD, IEA,
UNESCO, many European agencies) but also strong rankings in most sub-indicators.

Shanghai, Mumbai and Singapore
all have positive potential

Shanghai, Mumbai and Singapore all have positive potential. Each has the ability to
improve on various indicators currently hindering them: pollution levels will improve
as these cities become wealthier and economies become more service- than heavy
industry-oriented. Seats of power could also slowly be redistributed, as has already
been seen with the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank’s seat for China. Mumbai
needs to close the gap in terms of infrastructure. High GDP growth rates for
Shanghai and Mumbai will help increase education levels, cultural life and the
presence of multinational headquarters, plus financial and economic strength
indicators, and improve connectivity with the world. Seats of power and good
governance that includes ways to tackle environmental issues (the recent signing of
the climate change agreement is a positive) could take longer to materialise.

Global cities are reshaping
inhabitants’ world views and
allegiance, changing the traditional
relationship within territories

Global cities also shape a certain lifestyle and, eventually, individual world views.
Multiple studies show that the increasing connectivity of these world cities with each
other results in a convergence of general political inclinations, consumption patterns,
leisure or cultural choices and even tastes. Conversely, global cities have led to a
redrawing of people’s sense of identity, allegiance or relationship with their sovereign
state: there tends to be greater like-mindedness between global cities’ inhabitants
than between them and more rural and less connected citizens of the same territory.
This breakdown of the relationship between those in global cities and their fellow
citizens is partly responsible for the rupture between those perceived as the elites
who have benefited from globalisation and the rest, creating new political fault lines
disconnected from historical geographical boundaries.
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